INTERDISCIPLINARY WRITING STUDIO

The Interdisciplinary Writing Studio (located in Smith Hall 113B) offers tutoring sessions for students working on projects in AES, AIS, CHID GEOG, and GWSS. Our tutors have experience writing and tutoring in these departments and can work with you on all aspects of writing and research from brainstorming and planning, through writing and revising. All kinds of projects are welcome: reading responses; reflections; creative pieces; research papers, literature reviews; position statements; fellowship, job, or graduate school applications; and more! We can talk with you about drafts, research strategies, disciplinary expectations, and finding your own voice in writing.

Schedule an appointment below; or contact the director Caitlin Palo at iwsdir@uw.edu for more information.

We are open for Fall Quarter!

Tutors at IWS empower students of CHID, GEOG, GWSS and UW Honors program to become comfortable, confident, effective writers on social issues in academic contexts and the world. We welcome you to come talk with us at any stage in your writing process, and will help you advance your writing whether you are at the beginning of working on a paper or project or are about to turn it in, or are somewhere in the middle of research, writing, and thinking.

Scroll down to select a tutor name or “any available” to see a calendar of available times to meet with a tutor. All appointments are 40 minutes long, and are held in Smith 303F.

Please bring with you any material related to the writing you are working on: prompt, class readings, notes, syllabus, and most importantly: your ideas! We look forward to talking with you.